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Since China's reform and opening up, China's rapid economic development with
world’s fatest GDP growth rate. The enhanced comprehensive national strength,
people's living standards gradually improve. Many people buy houses as their rich
consumption or investment choice. Inventory is not a serious one second-tier
cities real estate market, real estate companies is fierce competition for land, floor
price is higher and higher, a lot of real estate enterprises rapid turnover and high
lever profit model is used to solve the problem of low gross margin. Papers with
Thaihot company’s high liabilities, the studies of profit model reach the following
conclusions:
(1) Developing situation of Thaihot Company: first, the company in the industry
diversification collectivizes change; second, the specialization of residential and
business model refinement has become inevitable trend; Third, Thaihot company
financial innovation goes together a win-win pattern become inevitable trend.
(2) Building Thaihot company operation model evaluation system in the aspects
of debt index, asset class index, cash flow index, sales index and cost index to
carry on the comprehensive evaluation of Thainhot Company’s operation model.
The evaluation leads to the following conclusions: the profit ability has become
weaker, due to the traditional financial mode and the development mode of
hoarding land resources. The analyzation also shows that Thaihot Company is
actively facing the changing market and has got remarkable effects on cost
management. This evaluation system provides references and consultants for the
expansion and development of other real estate enterprises.
(3) Bring forward the improvement measures of Thaihot’s operation model. Main
points are in the following three aspects, namely, financial risk control, cash flow
security, marketing innovation.













the depth of the adjustment, the current policy, making the real estate market
trading volume and the average unit price is a significant change, the real estate
company had relatively stable profitability faced severe challenges. Real estate
development enterprise should according to their own situation and internal
structure, match with their choice of the mode of profit. Hope this paper can
provide theoretical guidance for the development of other real estate enterprises.
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